
Rig Dog™ Value

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Elevated knuckles shape 
enhances the energy 
absorption feature on 
back of hand for providing 
improved impact protec-
tion on knuckles.

Elevated finger-tip 
protection for providing 
enhanced impact protec-
tion on finger tips from 
hammering.

Cut and sewn 
construction with 
multilayer fabrics to 
provide ANSI A3 (ISO 
level C) cut resistance, 
enhanced oil grip, dry/wet 
grip, and level 4 abrasion 
resistance.

Reduced cost of owner-
ship offer in Rig Dog  
cut & sewn range. 

Minimum stitching on 
palm for providing low 
oil permeability through 
palm for comfort and long 
lasting experience.

Impact protection level 
2 / P is notched to allow 
for great flexibility and 
dexterity. 

Quick dry, moisture 
wicking fabric to provide 
sweat management for all 
day comfort.

Reinforced thumb-crotch 
protection and durability.

High impact gloves with enhanced oil-grip and  
ANSI A3/ISO C cut protection. 
 
 

We know your #1 priority is keeping your 
workers out of harm’s way. Rig Dog™ 
Value gloves are the cost-effective choice 
to provide the ultimate protection and 
enhanced grip your team needs to be 
safe and efficient when handling dry or 
oily surfaces in Oil & Gas, Construction, 
Railways, Mining, and Heavy Duty Industry.

But, Rig Dog™ doesn’t just offer safety. These gloves are durable and can absorb the 
sweat quickly and make your hand feel dry, so they are comfortable to wear during long 
shifts in tough environments. All of which helps to reduce costs and avoid downtime. 
Rig Dog™ Value gloves provide reduced cost of ownership and avoid downtime.

RIG DOG™ 
VALUE
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COMPOSITION

Description/Name RIG DOG™ VALUE

Back Polyester and Spandex, with foam inside

Cuff Neoprene and Nylon

Cuff binding Nylon and Spandex

Finger Side Polyester and Polyurethane

Palm-outer layer
CDP (Cationic Dyeing Polyester),  + Polyester + PU  
(+TPU Membrane)

Palm-middle layer Aramid + Polyester + Glass fiber

Palm-inner layer Polyester

Thumb Crotch 
reinforcement

CDP (Cationic Dyeing Polyester), Polyester, and Polyurethane  
(+TPU Membrane )

Size tag Polyester

Velcro material (except TPR) Polyester

TPR Thermal Plastic Rubber (Polyester spacer fabric inside)

Cut-Resistant  
& Oil-Grip Palm

Impact Protection Back

Hook-and-loop closure
Nylon and Polyester

INDUSTRIES
Civil & Steel Construction, Mechanical 

Construction, Fabrication, Oil & Gas, 

Marine, Manufacturing, Extraction & 

Refining.

APPLICATIONS
Rigging, Drilling, Material handling, Ship 

building. 

PACKAGING
Each pair has an individual poly bag.  

6 pairs per inner pack, 6 inner packs  

per case.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Product 
Name SKU Description Protection Rating Sizes

Rig Dog  
Value 42-322 BO

    

Impact, ANSI A3/ISO C cut-
resistant palm,  
oil grip performance,  
hook-and-loop closure,  
cut and sewn manufacturing,  
cost-effective version

EN 388

4X32CP

ANSI

Cut
EN 420

ANSI

Abrasion

ANSI / ISEA 138

6/XS  
to  

11/XXL


